In recent years, Software Transactional Memory (STM) has garnered significant interest as an elegant alternative for developing concurrent code. Importantly, transactions provide a very promising approach for composing software components. Composing simple transactions into a larger transaction is an extremely useful property which forms the basis of modular programming. This is achieved through nesting. A transaction is nested if it invokes another transaction as a part of its execution.
Guerraoui and Kapalka [3] captured this requirement as opacity. An implementation of opacity has been given in [6] .
On the other hand, the recent understanding (Doherty et al [2] , Imbs et al [5] ) is that opacity is too strong a correctness criterion for STMs. Weaker notions have been proposed: (i) The requirement of a single equivalent serial schedule is replaced by allowing possibly different equivalent serial schedules for committed transactions and for each aborted transaction, and these schedules need not be compatible; and (ii) the effects, namely, the read steps, of aborted transactions should not affect the consistency of the transactions executed subsequently. The first point refines the consistency notion for aborted transactions. (All the proposals insist on a single equivalent serial schedule consisting of all committed transactions.) The second point is a desirable property for transactions in general and a critical point for nested transactions, where the effects of an aborted sub-transaction may prohibit committing the entire top-level transaction. The above proposals in the literature have been made for non-nested transactions.
In this work we do the following: (a) We propose correctness criteria for closed nested transactions that accommodate both the points (i) and (ii) described in the last paragraph; (b) We define classes of schedules, satisfying those correctness criteria, in which membership can be checked in polynomial time; and (iii) We design schedulers for these classes.
